Ultrasonic edge shadowing around cylindrical cavities with and without walls.
In B-mode ultrasound images, the speckle distal to the edges of cavities of contrasting speed of sound (SOS) can be imprinted with a pattern characteristic of the cavity. This pattern, termed edge shadowing, is likely to involve alteration of both the speckle amplitude and its correlation length. Using the acoustic field calculated from the exact solution to the wave equation, we have simulated the ensemble-averaged speckle amplitude in B-mode images of cylindrical cavities both with and without walls, and compared the results to a simpler ray-based model. The simulations show that edge shadowing is caused predominantly by contrasts of the SOS, rather than of the density. The shadows on both walled and wall-less cylinders, for a focused incident beam, grow darker as the magnitude of the SOS contrast increases over a range up to +/- 10%. Extra shadows, caused by the inner wall boundary, appear on images of walled cylinders. The ray-based model agrees well with the wave model except in the shadow regions, within which the complexity of the phenomena seems to require the wave model.